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This work demonstrates that cold-pulse phenomena in tokamak plasmas can be fully explained

by local transport models r1s, including the existence of core temperature inversions at low density
and disappearance at high density, thus resolving an enigmatic but universal transient transport
phenomenon that has challenged the standard local model of transport for more than twenty
years r2s. The TRANSP power balance code coupled with the quasi-linear transport model TGLF-
SAT1 r3s, with a new saturation rule that came about as a consequence of cross-scale coupling
physics and that captures the nonlinear upshift of the critical gradient, are shown to fully describe
the cold-pulse phenomenology after laser blow-off injections in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak. By
means of experimentally-constrained self-consistent modelling of cold-pulse experiments, this work
provides the strongest evidence to date that the existence of nonlocal transport phenomena may
not be necessary for explaining the behaviour and timescales of cold-pulse experiments in tokamak
plasmas.
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Abstract 

Core temperature rises following edge cold-pulse injections in magnetically confined plasmas have been extensively 
documented in experiments for more than 20 years. For the first time, predictive simulations enabled by the recently 
developed Trapped Gyro Landau Fluid (TGLF) quasilinear transport model demonstrate that temperature inversions and the 
lack thereof can be explained by a change in dominant microinstability at the plasma core. The effect of density and plasma 
current are well captured by TGLF, including the relative change in position of the temperature flex point as rational surfaces 
are shifted. Linear stability analysis of simulated density and current scans brings to light a competition between trapped 
electron and ion temperature gradient modes as the main driver of the core perturbative response. These results further 
demonstrate that cold-pulse propagation and associated phenomenology are well reproduced by local simulations without 
resorting to exotic non-local effects. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Impurity injections at the edge of magnetically confined plasmas have been widely used for impurity transport 
studies [1,2], where an ensemble of foreign neutral particles is deposited at the periphery of the plasma and 
transported inwards via processes that can be modeled as diffusion and convective particle pinches. An increase 
in the number of injected particles can cause a sharp drop in edge electron temperature [3], predominantly 
driven by enhanced line-radiation of partially ionized states that live at the edge of the plasma shortly after the 
injection [4]. Early experiments in the TEXT tokamak [5] revealed a very fast core electron temperature 
increase as a result of the edge temperature drop. This exotic effect, characteristic of low collisionality plasmas 
[6], was readily reproduced in several other tokamaks and helical devices, suggesting that the phenomenology of 
these effects could, in principle, be explained by robust fundamental mechanisms. The ability to reproduce the 
fast response of the plasma core to edge cold pulses has been viewed for many years as representing an 
important milestone for local turbulent transport models [7]. 

A recent study [8] presented a novel explanation based on a local physics mechanism for the long-standing 
mystery of “nonlocal” effects in perturbative transport experiments, which had long challenged predictive and 
postdictive modeling capabilities. It was proposed that turbulence stabilization due to flattening of density 
gradients after cold-pulse injections in plasmas with dominance of Trapped-Electron-Mode (TEM) turbulence 
was the cause of the core electron temperature increase. Likewise, turbulence destabilization arising from an 
increase of ion temperature gradients in plasmas with dominance of Ion-Temperature-Gradient (ITG) turbulence 
could make the temperature inversions disappear. 

Even though the model could explain the observations within experimental constraints, there is still a number of 
experimental properties of cold-pulses that remained unexplored. Experiments in Tore Supra [9] and Alcator C-
Mod [6,10] showed that core temperature inversions can happen at high-density by raising the plasma current. 
Work in Alcator C-Mod [10] revealed that temperature inversions can exist regardless of the direction of the 
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core intrinsic rotation, and pointed out that the magnitude of the temperature inversions linearly decreased with 
line-averaged density, instead of experiencing an abrupt transition. Experiments in RTP [11, 12, 13] found that 
the electron temperature profile flex point was linked to the motion of rational surfaces, an observation that was 
later confirmed in ASDEX Upgrade [14] and Alcator C-Mod [6]. Work on TFTR [15] pointed to the ratio 
between electron-ion collisional power and electron heat flux as an important metric for the appearance of 
temperature inversions, which seemed to occur in plasmas when electrons and ions are thermally decoupled. 
Such correlation of the core response to the ratio between the collisional electron-ion power transfer to electron 
heat conduction was also speculated in subsequent experiments in RTP [11]. Any model that aims at explaining 
temperature inversions must also reproduce the full phenomenology observed for more than twenty years in 
tokamak plasmas. 

The aim of this paper is to address these issues by means of new integrated modeling simulations that 
incorporate poloidal field diffusion and a triggering model for sawtooth crashes, as well as an extension of the 
parameter ranges that were used in previous work. As described in Ref. [8], the model consists of a set of 
implicit transport equations, solved using the PT_SOLVER numerical scheme integrated with the TRANSP 
power balance code [16]. Turbulent transport fluxes are calculated using the Trapped Gyro-Landau Fluid 
(TGLF) quasilinear model [17], and cold-pulse injections are modeled by artificially perturbing radiation and 
impurity density profiles. 

2. DENSITY SCAN 

The most observed feature of the temperature inversion effect since its discovery [5] is its disappearance at high 
densities. Experimentally, it was proposed [6] that the temperature inversion effect takes place in plasmas with 
dominance of collisionless trapped electron mode (TEM) turbulence, and that disappears at higher densities, 
where ion temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence becomes the dominant heat exhaust mechanism. This 
conjecture was later confirmed by multi-channel integrated modeling of Alcator C-Mod plasmas [8], which 
showed that turbulent transport can be suppressed by the arrival of a density pulse in low-collisionality TEM-
dominated regimes, while destabilization by ion temperature gradient takes place in ITG plasmas at higher 
collisionality. This observation was consistent with the confinement saturation paradigm, since it has long been 
considered that the transition from linear Ohmic confinement (LOC) to saturated Ohmic confinement (SOC) 
regimes happens concomitant with a change in the dominant micro-turbulence mode [18]. 

It is observed in experiments that the effect of density on the magnitude of the core response is linear and the 
transition does not happen abruptly [10]. The simulation presented in Fig. 1 also shows this behavior, which is 
particularly important to capture, as it is fundamentally different from other transport phenomena with an abrupt 
behavior, such as the core intrinsic rotation reversal or hollowing (which is not modeled here). As shown in Fig. 
1a, injections are introduced every 50ms during a linear density ramp with constant plasma current. The 
magnitude of the core temperature inversions (Fig. 1b) following edge temperature drops (Fig. 1c) decreases and 
appears later in time as density is increased. Concurrently, electron-ion collisional power becomes closer to the 
electron heat conduction power (Fig. 1d), indicating that the plasma becomes more thermally coupled, and TEM 
as the dominant linear microinstability gets weaker (Fig. 1e). At low densities, the electron conducted power is 
quickly reduced following the LBO injection, a consequence of the stabilization of TEM modes when they are 
the primary electron heat exhaust mechanism. The electron conducted power starts to increase following the 
injection at around t=1.4s, and consequently the core electron temperature starts exhibiting a temperature drop. 
The increase in conducted power and decrease in core temperature get larger as density increases. 
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FIG. 1. (a) Plasma current, line-averaged density and total radiated power. (b) Electron temperature 
trace at ρN=0.4. (c) Electron temperature trace at ρN =0.8. (d)  Electron-ion collisional power and 
electron conducted power at ρN =0.4. (d) Low-k linear growth rates spectrum at ρN =0.4, with sign 

representing direction of propagation (blue: ions; red: electrons). Vertical dashed lines represent cold-
pulse injection times. Spectrum, temperatures and powers have been down-sampled to before-sawtooth-

crash times. 

3. CURRENT SCAN 

For sawtoothing plasmas (q0~1.0) at high plasma current (low q95), the safety factor profile becomes flatter at 
the plasma core and the locations of rational surfaces move outwards. Cold-pulse experiments in several 
machines (RTP [11, 12, 13], ASDEX-U [14] and Alcator C-Mod [6]) revealed that the electron temperature 
“flex point” (the location where the electron temperature remains the same before and during the cold-pulse 
propagation) was linked to the safety factor profile, and that the location moves along with the rational surfaces. 
In order to test this experimental property of the cold-pulse paradigm, we ran a simulation at three currents 
(Ip=0.55 MA, 0.8 MA, 1.1 MA) and low enough density (ne ~ 0.5x1020 m-3) so that inversions happen at the 
three currents, as depicted in Fig. 2a and 2b. 
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FIG. 2. (a) Plasma current, line-averaged density and total radiated power. (b) Electron temperature 
traces at several radial locations. (c) Linear growth rates at kθρs=0.6 in the electron diamagnetic 

direction. Vertical dashed lines represent cold-pulse injection times. Spectrum has been down-sampled 
to before-sawtooth-crash times. 

Fig. 2c plots the normalized linear growth rate of low-k modes (kθρs=0.6) only for electrons modes when they 
are dominant. One can see how, by raising the current, electron modes become more unstable, covering larger 
portions of the plasma. The consequence of this behavior is that, for a given location in the plasma, TEMs are 
more unstable as we raise the current, and the inversion happens in outer positions because electron heat flux 
becomes more sensitive to the TEM drives at those outer locations. Such change of microturbulence in the outer 
portions of the plasma volume is likely related related to the reduction of collisionality that happens when the 
electron temperature increases (as more Ohmic power is provided) at constant density. Lower collisionality 
leads to less de-trapping and consequently more TEM activity. Furthermore, increase in the plasma current in 
sawtoothing plasmas (i.e. with q0~1.0) leads to a reduction of the magnetic shear, which also results in 
turbulence destabilization. 

Fig. 3a shows the electron temperature profiles before and after (10ms) cold-pulse injections, and the 
temperature flex point is also plotted explicitly. Fig. 3b shows that the qualitative trends are captured by the 
simulation: the temperature flex point moves outwards with increasing plasma current, following the motion of 
the rational surfaces. However, the temperature flex point in the simulation is systematically over-predicted, 
which could be related to the over-prediction of steady-state core electron temperature and consequent 
underprediction of collisionality [8]. Such core temperature over-prediction could be due to two main reasons. 
On the one hand, effective ion charge and main ion dilution, among other steady-state plasma parameters, are 
not well constrained from experiment and can have a significant effect on the TEM instability. On the other 
hand, the over-prediction of core electron temperature could be related to the under-prediction of quasilinear 
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weights in TGLF. To compensate this under-prediction, the transport solver increases a/LTe until the fluxes that 
result from the power balance calculation and the fluxes from the transport model are matched. Given that the 
saturation rule is constructed from linear physics, the flux compensation results in a situation with more unstable 
linear modes than in experiment. As the integration of "over-predicted" gradients leads to lower collisionality 
(higher core temperatures for constant density), trapped electron modes will be particularly over-excited in 
relation to ion temperature gradient modes. In any case, if one takes into account that there might be a threshold 
in the ratio of TEM to ITG turbulence levels to have temperature inversions (as the data and the simulations 
suggest), the stronger TEM turbulence resulting from the over-prediction of the steady-state profiles in TGLF 
could be leading to temperature inversions in outer radii and with larger magnitude than in experiment. 

 

 FIG. 3. (a) Core temperature profile before (solid) and 10ms after (dashed) the cold-pulse injection for the 
three plasma currents: 0.55MA (green), 0.8MA (blue) and 1.1MA (red). (b) Simulated and experimental 
temperature flex point and location of q=1 and q=2 for different values of q95. Experimental flex points 

reproduced from [6]. 

4. COMBINED EFFECT OF DENSITY AND PLASMA CURRENT 

Work in Alcator C-Mod [10] showed experimental evidence of core temperature inversions at very high 
densities when the plasma current is increased. Such modification of the “transition density” by plasma current 
had also been observed in Tore Supra [9]. Fig. 4a and 4b demonstrates that the simulation captures the full 
phenomenology: (1) temperature inversion at low-density intermediate-current, (2) disappearance following a 
density increase, (3) re-appearance after increasing the plasma current. Fig. 1c shows that the LBO injection that 
does not exhibit a temperature inversion (injection #2) features a collisional equilibration power roughly equal 
to the electron heat conduction power, whereas the latter is much larger for injections #1 and #3. This is 
consistent with past work [11, 15] that suggested that temperature inversions correlate with the ratio of 
collisional electron-ion power transfer to electron heat conduction, i.e. temperature inversions take place in 
thermally decoupled (or weakly coupled) plasmas. Fig. 4d shows the linear growth rates spectrum at ρN=0.4, 
whose sign indicates the direction of propagation. The linear stability spectrum is dominated at long 
wavelengths by electron modes (more details in Section 5) for those conditions where the temperature inversion 
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takes place. The plasma at the time of injection #2, which exhibits a standard core drop, is dominated by ITG 
modes at long wavelengths and ETG modes at short wavelengths. Even though TEMs are indeed stabilized by 
the flattening of density gradients and increase in collisionality (Fig. 4d), the loss of TEM dominance in 
exhausting electron heat flux prevents the prompt reduction of electron transport. 

 

 FIG. 4. (a) Plasma current, line-averaged density and total radiated power. (b) Electron temperature traces 
at several radial locations. (c)  Electron-ion collisional power and electron conducted power at ρN=0.4. (d) 
Linear growth rates spectrum at ρN=0.4, with sign representing direction of propagation (blue: ions; red: 

electrons). Vertical dashed lines represent cold-pulse injection times. Spectrum and powers have been 
down-sampled to before-sawtooth-crash times. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Cold-pulse experiments have been extensively described in the literature, and many different features have been 
reported. This paper did not aim at discussing all characteristics of cold-pulse dynamics, but provides firm 
confidence that our modeling assumptions are appropriate to reproduce all experimental trends that have so far 
been discussed. In the work presented here, only Ohmic discharges were analyzed, and future work should 
address whether the model can capture the behavior of cold-pulse propagation with application of different 
heating schemes.  

This study presented a set of simulations that further confirm that standard local turbulent transport models can 
reproduce the phenomenology of cold-pulse propagation in tokamak plasmas. Specifically, it is demonstrated 
that the well-documented current and density dependencies of cold pulses can be recovered using TRANSP 
simulations based on the TGLF turbulent transport model.  Parametric studies reveal that the appearance of the 
temperature inversion effect is strongly correlated with the strength of Trapped Electron Modes, which are more 
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efficient at exhausting electron heat flux than Ion Temperature Gradient Modes at low collisionality. The TGLF 
gyrofluid model was used in this work, which was developed to include both passing and trapped particles 
dynamics [19]. Trapped particles modes are indeed shown here to be critical to explain the behavior at low 
collisionality. Also, our modeling results reveal that ion heat pulses are not needed to explain the electron core 
temperature increase, which makes it consistent with experimental observations in other machines [14]. 
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